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As you will have noticed in the programme we are going to speak of today on the acquiring of competency, and above all that of language…but, we often forget (that's the case we're speaking of here), when we speak of "acquisition" we have a duty to also evoke "memory" and all the mechanisms which permit the accumulation of what one has learnt, to one day be able to use it.  To stockpile what one has acquired or learned through systems of memory, boxes in which we must accumulate information.  Today, I want to speak to you about these boxes.

And since it is LPC which has brought us all to this congress, we are together going to state that LPC takes a very particular place in these boxes, to the extent  that it supports the function of efficient verbal memory amongst deaf children.

To be able to think, calculate, speak, read, understand or memorise, the individual needs a minimum of different elements: just as, to be able to function, a car needs a fuel tank…full of fuel, a battery…charged, pistons…to be oiled, so verbal memory needs "mechanical" elements (container, battery, pistons) in which to accumulate the "material" (petrol, electricity, oil).

At the beginning the mechanism is internal, that is to say provided at the birth of all humans; the ‘material’ which we accumulate is offered or given by the exterior environment before being stored inside.  And this ‘material’ varies considerably from one person to another in the way their existence unfolds…that is where LPC, as much as the exterior material, comes to play a crucial role.

To be able to think, calculate, speak, read, remember, the individual needs, at the least, the following elements whatever the mother tongue (spoken language of sign language).

1.	a simple system for immediate repetition (“echo”) which recognises “verbal” material and can organise rapid repetition.  This is what allows a child, for example, to repeat words presented one after the other without him always necessarily understanding them.  It is also what permits him to quickly repeat a new word, a word encountered for the first time. So, you have the capacity to repeat, right away, after me, the following phrase I say in Italian:
…..You do not need to understand this phrase to be able to repeat it, you simply have to perceive it, keep it for two seconds in a mental “box” until you then pronounce it.  Two seconds is not very long; after this delay when words have disappeared you need other elements to enable you to show your capability of using long term memory.  This mechanism does not, in general, pose any problem, amongst deaf children who are capable of immediately repeating what an adult has said.

2.	You need equally a “mental dictionary”, called a lexicon.  This is a “mechanical” element.  Just as in a written dictionary, you can write down or look for a word in passing, using a verbal-phonological criterion (chapeau is close to chateau) or by a more concrete criterion called ‘semantic’ (Hat evokes the word Head, in a  better way than does the word Foot).

3.	this mental dictionary has to store and accumulate "memories" of words, which we call representations of words, in our head.  This accumulation is made little by little, progressively, from one's linguistic experiences, from the ahem-ahem of your mother to the very pointed terms of names of medicines (VIAGRA), Pokemon(BULPEZAR) or other dinosaurs (PARASAUROLOPHUS) which children love.  Well understood, the way in which you perceive words is going to determine the manner in which you store them.  Perceived only by the help of lip reading, a word has a strong chance of being stored in an incorrect form (eg. PYCHAMA instead of PYJAMA).  Seen with the help of LPC, this word will be stored and recognised under its correct form.

4.	To be able to create correct associations between words in our mental dictionary we need also a minimal knowledge of the world, and to accumulate a series of information items about the world surrounding us (SE LAVER - to wash one's self is performed in the SALLE DE BAIN - bathroom; ACHETER - to buy, is done with ARGENT - money, CHATS - cats, have MOUSTACHES (!!! - P.) etc….)

5.	And then, we need a system to represent this knowledge of the world (when I speak of a cat you think of a nice animal with four paws and not a kitchen utensil or any other incongruous object…)

6.	You have then to be sure of having linguistic experiences, moments when someone speaks, or when you speak, of motor experiences, emotional, visual, gustatory…

7.	And you must also be able to accumulate information about these experiences in a system to represent these experiences.

8.	To be able to pronounce words, for example when we speak with the help of phrases, an system of articulatory production is necessary as is a system of representing units of production and articulation (if not we would not be able , as says the adage, to turn our tongue seven times in our mouth before speaking).

Etc…,etc…

It is very obvious now to our eyes that there is no LA memory, but DES memories serving the acquisition of language.  And above all, we must disassociate mechanisms from memorisation and accumulated elements, which we call "representations".

Representation systems and memorisation mechanisms are therefore the two keys to the vault, implied in the memory functioning short verbal, medium and long term.  Without these two elements, no individual would be able to comprehend or to produce intelligible messages for others.

More or less, as I have said, all human beings use the same mechanisms of memorisation.  The differences between human beings stem from the quality and quantity of language "representations", and this is very particularly shown amongst people who are deaf or have impaired hearing.  This explains why certain deaf people have problems of memorisation and others do not.

Do deaf people have memory problems?  YES and NO!:  They memorise faces correctly, they memorise a journey, film sequences, a list of instructions for working their "Game Boy", but those who do not use LPC find difficulty in memorising a new 5 syllable word, even if they are capable of repeating it right away.  Why?

We know now that the principal reason lies in the fact that deaf children, not having LPC, have difficulties memorising words in the short and long term.  But, the means of communication and construction of a language depend very exactly on this capacity of short term memory.  And it is here that LPC plays major role in the acquisition of a spoken language.  For LPC allows the child to construct faithful representations of spoken words.

If I ask you to memorise my telephone number, you will use a mechanism tout a fait efficient that consists of you "speaking internally".  It is a system of recapitulation of the efficiency of short and medium term verbal information.  It works as well on the basis of signs as it does for spoken words and offers a temporary/provisional memorisation before long term memorisation or before having found a paper and pencil to allow you to note down my phone number.

It is important to precise that, if in the memorisation elements there are some which resemble each other, as for example all the words which rhyme with each other (PIERRE, TERRE, FER, FIER, PERE, CLAIR…), the fact that these elements are not very distinct causes immediately a very strong lessening of the efficacy of the mechanism.  This mechanism therefore only produces its positive effects when what one has to memorise is clearly distinct.


It is now obvious that the support to this "interior spoken word" is made up of representation from the "exterior spoken word", that's to say language representations spoken to the child.  If the spoken words come in a woolly or vague manner to the child as is the case with lip reading, the representations also will be woolly or vague and the recapitulation mechanism in the interior word will be very inefficient.  On the other hand, if the word is presented in a clear and exact way to the child, the short and medium term memory will be efficient.  This is why the child using LPC has a very efficient short term memory thanks to the exact and precise representation of words which he can perceive.

This will cause a whole series of consequences for the deaf child using LPC and offers him advantages not given to those not using it.

This short term memory (MCT) is essential in using language well for activities such as plans of pronunciation (eg. I choose some words to pronounce and in what order) or yet more to understand new words.  Thus, for example, we know that between 4 and 6 years the capacity for recall in short term memory determines the general level of a child's vocabulary, and the of his vocabulary.  The better the memory in the short term, the more extended will be his mental lexicon, his mental dictionary.  That is the element that explains why children using LPC have a higher vocabulary level.

MCT is also indispensable in developing phonological knowledge, which is fundamental for learning grammatical forms (eg. To note that "vert" is different to "verte" or taking notice of word order).  This therefore explains why children using LPC have a higher level of syntax knowledge.

MCT is also related to the identification mechanisms of words encountered for the first time whilst reading, just as making word forms correspond to their orthogrphy, whilst writing.  This explains also the high reading level and writing level of children using LPC to a great extent.

To conclude, it is not sufficient to think that talking to a child will enable him to acquire language.  There are, before this acquisition, a certain number of conditions which favour or not, considerably, this acqusition.  The quality, the preciseness of representations of spoken language a child receives, will be a determining factor in the efficiency of memorisation mechanisms.  LPC offers this guarantee; so why deprive ourselves of it?

 A second conclusion is equally obvious: when a deaf child has difficulties in vocabulary, we will not improve him by imposing new words on him, but we will by using LPC to code the words he already knows, but which he has stored up in an imprecise, and wrong way.  In this way, we reinforce his dicriminatory abilities, we allow the child to see clearly all the elements of the spoken word, on which depend the efficient memorisation mechanisms, both medium and long term…And there is a strong chance that the vocabulary level of the child will increase automatically, without tedious exercises…It is not therefore up to the child to make this effort, rather that adults should do this, and above all the parents, who should take the children them by the hand and start them coding.

So let us code, code, there will always be something…and above all, have confidence in our children's abilities.

Thank you for your attention.




















































































 


